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T

aiwanese stamped parts industry has entered a full-fledged development period
and is characteristic of its ability to satisfy highly customized product demand.
With so many Taiwanese stamped parts manufacturers with decades of experience and a
complete and well-developed supply chain, customers requesting high-end or customized
parts are definitely able to find high-quality manufacturers in Taiwan most suited to their
specific demand. Moreover, as Taiwan has quite concentrated industrial clusters for
stamped parts manufacturing, the cost for special finishes or secondary processing can
be greatly reduced, thus increasing profit margins, shortening lead times and making
prices more competitive.

S

tamped parts are widely used in various applications, so manufacturers will
receive many different drawings for product development. Facing these requests
for non-standard parts, Taiwanese stamped parts manufacturers are always able to
help each customer modify their drawings or develop new parts without sacrificing any
functionalities. Taiwanese manufacturers cherish every order and hope to try their best to
satisfy any customer’s demand, which is why they are admired by buyers worldwide.

I

n this issue, we feature Ho Sheng Company and Shou Long Precision Industrial Co.,
Ltd., both of which show strict requirements for their product quality and a wealth
of experience in satisfying customers’ demand for customized products. Through these
features, we hope to make our readers get more acquainted with the characteristics of
stamped parts manufacturers in Taiwan.
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Ho Sheng Company—The Master of
Customized Stamped Parts
Submit Your Drawing and Ho Sheng Can Make It for You

合笙工業社—客製化沖壓件的匠人

by Nai Wen Chang, Fastener World

F

ounded 20 years ago,
Ho Sheng Company
w a s o r i gin al l y a s m al l
workshop with only a set of
machine before it gradually
grew to the scale today. Mr.
Xi-Wu Hsieh, the founder of
the company, recalled his
career in the past and said,
“I started my business at a
rented factory and was once
a mold apprentice, which
later helped nourish Ho
Sheng’s strict requirement
o n m o l d qu al i t y. W h e n
molds are of good quality
and high precision, they can
be used to manufac ture
high quality stamped parts.
And, if customers have demand for customized products, we definitely
must have knowledge of mold manufacturing. When adjustment or
modification is required, we can offer right-to-the-point solutions
immediately for customers.”

The Ability to Satisfy Customization Request
With a wealth of experience, Ho Sheng is able to satisfy all kinds
of customization demand. General manager Hsieh said, “many of our
customers come to us with their drawings. Some customers may not have
full knowledge of stamped parts processing, but we’ll do whatever we can to
help them modify their drawings in order to manufacture finished products
that meet their request for functionalities. We also once helped a customer
manufacture a wave washer, which is very difficult to be processed, as the
angle of its split open end is quite different from that of standard washers,
and is requested to be flexible in use. Although it was indeed a tough task,
we still successfully developed the special wave washer eventually and won
top-rated evaluation from customers.”

World-class Quality and Brilliant R&D Ability
Products of Ho Sheng have been indirectly sold to many foreign
manufacturers around the world. Ho Sheng also once won the orders and
positive feedback from a Japanese company after they visited Ho Sheng’s
factory. Nowadays, Ho Sheng’s major products include simple hand tools
and various washers and components for furniture. It can satisfy different
demand for stamped parts of various types, sizes and materials.
Currently, Ho Sheng is developing interior parts for new height-adjustable
computer desks for an US customer and has confidence in developing this
type of products for furniture and collaborating with customers in R&D to

achieve their requests and quality requirements. Although
the competition among stamped parts companies is fierce,
Ho Sheng with its superior quality and reasonable prices
is not afraid of challenges in the market. Mr. Hsieh, Ho
Sheng’s founder, said, “I hope that we can manufacture
parts for more new types of furniture in the future and
create the value of products with customers together.”

Upgrade Facilities and Keep
Showing Its Expertise
T he factor y of Ho
Sheng has been installed
with many sets of highprecision lathes and the
company also continues
to renovate and upgrade
its facilities, which not
only helps it achieve
more accu rate lead
times, but also advances the quality of its stamped parts.
Ho Sheng moved to the current location in 2013 and owns
30 sets of machines in operation. Hsieh added that he is
considering expanding the current manufacturing site and
introducing more new machines in order to make Ho Sheng
connected to the world continuously.
As a master in this field, Hsieh focuses on hardware
and stamped parts, which show great market demand, and
values every customer and every order very much. With
such expertise, Ho Sheng is able to help customers develop
important parts needed in their products. Such a spirit has
been also passed down to the son of the founder. Ho Sheng
hopes that “the spirit of craftsmen’ can be passed down and
it will continue to do whatever it can for the development of
customers’ important parts.
Contact: Mr. Hsieh
Email: winner7718578@gmail.com
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Shou Long Precision Industrial—
Providing Stamped Parts Made
by Modern Equipment & with
Engineered Design
碩隆精密工業股份有限公司—擁有現代化設備與設計
provided by Shou Long Precision Industrial
思維的沖壓件製造廠
Established in July 1991, Shou Long Precision
Industrial Co., Ltd., is a manufacturer specialized
in tooling design and various kinds of stamped
hardware. It has more than 90 machines to
provide more than 10,000 kinds of products
including retaining rings, washers, nuts, pins and
customized stamped parts. With technological
improvement and continuous craftsmanship
accumulation in manufacturing procedures,
Shou Long provides customers with better
tooling development speed and productivity than
competitors. Moreover, it is constantly purchasing
equipment to meet customers' requirements
on capacity. “Providing high quality products
to customers based on our techniques is our
commitment to customers and to our persistence
as well,” said Shou Long.
Shou Long company depends on nearly 30
years of technology and experience. From the
product drawing, tooling design, tooling test, trial
run, inspection, to sending samples, all processes
have been completed in-house and can greatly
shorten the tooling design and development time.
“In order to meet the strict quality requirements of customers,
we have installed Rockwell hardness machine, Vickers hardness
machine, salt spray test machine, load testing machine, mounting
press, polishing machine, hydrogen embrittlement oven and other
inspection equipment for customers to control product quality of
hardness, corrosion resistance and performance. In addition, we
are also equipped with KEYENCE automatic image measuring
equipment, and many conveyor optical sorting machines to perform
more accurate measurements to ensure that each size of the product
meets customer requirements.”

Shou Long Precision Industrial Co., Ltd. can tur n your
requirement to good quality products. Nearly 30 years of experience
in tooling design and stamping combined with traditional attitude,
modern equipment, and concept of design. We are always committed
to offering superior quality, excellent manufacturing technology and
competitive prices. Under the concerted efforts of all colleagues, We
have been certified to ISO 9001:2015 quality management system
and won “ 2015/2016/2018 D&B TOP 1000 SMEs Elite Award” in
Taiwan, which is an honor and affirmation to us.

